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share
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• Younger shoppers less likely to plan, more open to ideas as
they shop

• Supermarkets remain top choice in an increasingly
competitive field
Figure 13: Food and drink purchase locations, August 2019

• Younger shoppers look beyond traditional supermarkets
Figure 14: Food and drink purchase locations, by age, August
2019

• Older shoppers more likely to shop from a list, read labels
Figure 15: Grocery shopping behaviors, by age, August 2019

• Consumers report cooking from scratch at home more
often…

• …and dining out less frequently
Figure 16: Meal type frequency, August 2019

• Young adults especially likely to report cooking at home
more…
Figure 17: Meal type frequency – Cooking at home from
scratch, by age, August 2019

• …but also to turn to more convenient meal options
Figure 18: Meal type frequency – ordering meals for pickup or
delivery and eating freshly prepared foods from a grocery
store, by age, August 2019

• Cooking from scratch considered healthy and fresh
Figure 19: Correspondence analysis – symmetrical map –
food and drink priorities for different meal types, September
2019
Figure 20: Food and drink priorities for different meal types,
September 2019

• Methodology
• Home cooking sets the standard, especially among older

adults
Figure 21: Attribute associations for different types of meals –
cooking at home from scratch, by age, August 2019

• For younger adults, prepared foods align with home
cooking
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Figure 22: Attribute associations for different types of meals –
eating freshly prepared foods from a grocery store, by age,
August 2019

• More purposeful snacking creates opportunities for grocery
retailers
Figure 23: Meal and snack behaviors, August 2019

• Young adults are purposeful snackers but more spontaneous
shoppers
Figure 24: Meal and snack behaviors, by age, August 2019

• Opportunity to reinforce a generally positive attitude
toward grocery shopping
Figure 25: Attitudes toward food and drink shopping, August
2019

• Younger shoppers less likely to plan, more open to ideas as
they shop
Figure 26: Attitudes toward food and drink shopping, by age,
August 2019
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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